In this doc collect links to stories (in the media perhaps) that resonate with the development of our future scenarios.


OpenPGP/Keyserver issue:
https://gist.github.com/rjhansen/67ab921ff4084c865b3618d6955275f

top USDA scientist quits, following others who say the White House has politicized science

US firms have begun shifting R&D investment towards non-traditional destinations such as China, India, and Israel. The column argues that this is a response to a shortage in software and IT-related human capital within the US. When US multinationals are able to import talent or export R&D work, this reinforces US technological leadership. Conversely, politically engineered constraints on this response will undermine the competitiveness of US-based firms.
https://voxeu.org/article/it-revolution-and-globalisation-rd

Questions for the Record from the Honorable David N. Cicilline, Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary
Questions for Mr. Adam Cohen, Director of Economic Policy, Google LLC

The Problem With Sugar-Daddy Science